Our View

SUB renovations don't measure up to desires

The Student Union Building renovations were certainly exciting, but with more and more of the building renovated, new eyes create a new sense of wonder. Students feel more keen than ever to provide input on materials, such as carpet, but some options were particularly appealing, and the public should have more say in the decision. Student Union Director Adam Simms acknowledged that there was no clear direction before the renovations started. He said, “We wanted to make sure that we didn’t stop the Student Union — that marketplace and the second level of the SUB reveal the real results of the recent renovations. In the end, which organizations could display beautiful decor which organisms could display drab decor. I know that some people have mixed feelings about the SUB renovations, but I think that ultimately they add value to the space and that ultimately led us to make some decisions that I would love to have a say in. Ultimately, the design choices are well done, but I would encourage students to voice their opinions and concerns.
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